SENSE Reporting
High performing thermal reporting software, able to
handle large reports with 100+ images

Functional
Flexible

Integrated Image Editor

Mix templates for different image groups
while generating the report

SENSE Reporting contains Image
Editor to analyse thermal images
and sequences, equipped with unique
features:

Easy to personalize
Tailor your templates easily with
your company’s visual identification

Multilanguage
Choose the user interface language
from over 20 available translations

Extremely fast
Generate 50 pages’ report in less
than a minute

Equipped with pre-made templates
Generate reports by using templates
out of the box

Dynamic
Arbitrarily modify a predefined template
or create one from scratch

www.sensesoft.eu

• Polygon and magic wand
Draw an arbitrary measurement
• Sketch
Add custom sketch image on the top
of any thermal image
• Custom palettes
Import or export any colorization
• Fusion alignment
Fix alignment problems caused
by the camera
• Coverage for isotherms
and measurements
Calculate percentage of pixels
within specified limits

Unique
SENSE Reporting is an innovative and reliable tool for generating thermal
reports; professionally made reports will increase the quality of your
thermal inspections
Formulas

Profile plot

Perform advanced calculations
referencing data from one or more
thermal images

Draw configurable temperature profiles
of line measurements from different
thermal images

Auto-placement algorithms

Histogram plot

Create your own template in seconds

Include a histogram plot in your
template from one or more thermal
images at the same time

Automated summary
Insert a summary table with
auto – pagination and customizable
columns

Scale image
Separate or integrate the scale image
referring to any thermogram

Self-contained

Customizable tables

No Microsoft Office required

Use predefined table layouts or adjust
data entries to show what is needed

SENSE Software products are designed
thermal images and sequences
from FLIR cameras that generate
images in radiometric JPG format

Contact us for a quote for custom
development services

(including A-, B-, C-, K-, T-, E-, GF-, i-,
P6- and FLIR One series)
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